Sharing your records to support your care
Frequently Asked Questions
1. What is changing?
The idea is to improve the care patients receive. Until now each NHS organisation
and GP practice has held its own record for each person they treat – this information
is not automatically shared, and so the person treating you might not be able to see
the most up to date information about you.
From now, the organisations using the shared IT system will have access to a single
patient record – staff treating you will be able to see your whole medical history, not
just part of it.
2. Which services will be affected?
Only those that you would normally expect to receive at your GP practice.
3. What will this mean for patients?
Until now, the GP Practice you normally attend has had the responsibility of keeping
your individual medical record up to date and this information is not shared with other
organisations without your express consent.
In future, when two services are both using the shared IT system they will use the
same single patient record for their notes on your care. It will be possible for records
of your care to be shared between services.
This will mean that:
 The professionals treating you will be fully informed about your medical
history, including medication and allergies.
 The information they see will be up to date - there will be no delays caused by
waiting for information to be passed on by phone, fax or post.
 You will not need to repeat the same information to different people time and
again
 You will avoid unnecessary appointments or tests.
Your consent is the key to information sharing – it is your decision.
The process for sharing your record will be set up automatically, but you must still be
asked for your consent before the person treating you can open your notes from
another service. You will be asked when you visit the service at the time of booking
and again by the GP at your appointment. If you want to restrict all or part of your
records from being viewable outside of the service, you can request this.
4. What do I do if I am content for my record to be shared?
If you are content that your full record can be seen by those involved in your care,
you do not need to do anything. To ‘double-check’ that you agree, you will also be
asked – in person – whether you consent to your information being shared before
any service can access your record for the first time.

5. What if I don't want my record to be shared?
I do not want to share any part of my record. If you do not wish any other health
organisation to be able to see your records, you can inform your GP. All patients who
are registered at practices which use the shared IT system have been sent a form
enabling them to do this.
However it is important to note that, if you choose this option, your GP record will
continue to be shared within the GP Practice.
I do not want certain parts of record shared. If you do not wish certain parts of
your clinical record to be shared, or to be restricted to certain professionals, then you
can request this. The professional treating will then take the appropriate action to
ensure that your record is restricted.
6. If I consent to sharing my records, who will be able to see my
information?
If you give your consent, only the professionals involved in your care are permitted to
access your records, and they can only view the information relevant to the
treatment they are giving you.
Non-clinical support staff working in a service will have access to limited information,
just to enable them perform their role, e.g. booking your appointments.
Everyone working with patient information is bound by data protection laws. All our
services have a duty of confidentiality to only access information where it is needed
to provide treatment or to protect your safety. The penalties for breaking these rules
are severe and organisations regularly audit access requests to identify any
inappropriate use.
7. Can my record be shared without my consent?
Your record will not be shared without your consent – except in two very specific
circumstances.
Firstly, your record could be shared if there was a medical emergency – for example,
you are unconscious – and secondly if there was a legal requirement for information
to be shared.
8. What if a person is not capable of making their own, informed
decisions?
If a person has been assessed – under the terms of the Mental Capacity Act 2005 as not being able to make decisions about their care and treatment, then the existing
procedures for making a decision on their behalf will be used. You can read more
about where this might apply on the NHS Choices website by searching 'mental
capacity': http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/social-care-and-support-guide/Pages/mentalcapacity.aspx

9. Will my complete patient record be shared?
Yes – if that is your choice. Records on the existing computer systems will be
transferred to become part of your single health record, but you have the option to
make some, or all, of your record unavailable for sharing if you wish to do so.
10. What about treatment in hospital?
At the moment none of the services at the Hospital are using the IT system which will
be shared by GPs and community and mental health services, so their records will
be kept on their current system. Hospital staff, GPs and community teams will
continue to inform each other as appropriate in the same way as they do now
through letters, secure fax and telephone calls, as required.
11. What about social care records?
At the moment Adult and Children's Social Care do not use the IT system which will
be shared by GPs and community and mental health teams, and so NHS social care
professionals will continue to share information, as appropriate, in exactly the same
way as they do now.
12. What about treatment in another part of the country?
No, your medical record will be unable to be viewed by any other Practice in another
part of the country.
13. What are your future plans to develop clinical information sharing?
In the longer term the ambition is that anyone involved in providing care to you –
including hospital staff as well, for example, and perhaps social care teams – will be
able to access the data they need, ensuring they can provide the best support they
can.
14. Is there a risk if I do not share my record?
It is your choice if you do not want all, or part, of your record to be shared. If you
choose not to share your information it may result in the delivery of your care being
less efficient as health professionals will not see your full medical history.
15. What if I have already stated I do not wish my information to be shared?
If you have previously advised your GP that you do not give, or have withdrawn, your
consent to share all or part of your clinical record, this decision will be upheld, and
will not be changed.
16. Who can I contact for further information?
Please speak to your GP Practice in the first instance.

